Outsource your 2016-17 timetable construction to us and
we guarantee you will like the result - or you pay us nothing
All schools are different but they all need a timetable that delivers the curriculum efficiently and effectively.
‘I consider a well constructed timetable to be
worth at least one GCSE grade for each Year 11
student’ Head - All Saints Kirkby
Traditionally timetable construction has been
the preserve of the senior leader/curriculum
deputy who can spend much of their summer
term constructing the timetable. However increasingly schools are seeing the value of outsourcing this key task to experts. It makes sense
for two crucial reasons:1) Better use of school resources
A senior leader on £61,623 (L20) costs the school
nearly £400 per day including on costs. Our professionals work on site for £350 per day. Senior school
leaders are there to lead the school in its core purpose of raising achievement. Writing the timetable
can be a distraction from this. Better to deploy each
professional to do the job they are best at.
2) Quality of Timetable
Schools who have chosen to outsource find their
timetable is improved, staff are deployed more efficiently and the curriculum delivery enhanced. If you
don’t agree that your timetable is improved then
you pay us nothing.
‘For the last two years we have outsourced our
timetable construction to Proficio Education.
We should have done it sooner! The result has
been amazing - staff, students and Ofsted
agree.’ Deputy Head Notre Dame Liverpool

If you choose to outsource your timetable construction
to Proficio Education we promise you the following:One of our timetable specialists will work with you
on site until the construction is complete.
The timetable will be delivered on time and within
the price quoted.
If you are not entirely satisfied you pay us nothing.

